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, This paper will summarize the ariswe r s r ec'en t research and experience pr ov ide t o the
questions that policy-makers, planners, and educators are asking al,out wl,at w0r~s in urban
school desegregation.
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WHAT RESEARCH AND EXPERIENCE TEACH US ABOUT DESEGRIX;ATING
lARGE NORI'HERN CITIES

by Ronald D. Henderson and Mary von Euler

A growing and Lmp r ea s-i ve body of r e c en t research d cmon s t r at e s ways j n wh i ell s chcc J

desegregation has been made to work effectively and identifies factors importallt to fUlure
successes. This research, published at a time when controversy over des~grcgati011 11<lS
moved from the South to Northern cities, has received less public a t t cn t lon than the
negative conclusions that some academics have drawn regarding resegregation in rnct ropo Li t an
areas. The new research 'addresses the same issues as the doom-sayers do , but f r-om d

different perspective, asking what has or has not worked, rather than assuming that till'

entire topic is unmanageable. Thus while some critics argue that desegregation in Nortllern
cities is self-defeating because it leads to white flight (Coleman, 1978 a, b; Armor,
1978), this new research identifies conditions under which stability has been attained.
While some scholars point to the fact that desegregation has not uniformly led Lo achievi..:-
ment gains (Armor, 1972), others have identified conditions under vh Ich desegregation is
most likely to spur advances and has done so (Forehand, et al., 1976).

New insights have been provided partly by the use of appropriate mo t hodol oa ic-s,
such as ethnographic studies (Cassell, 1978). Surveys, multiple regreSSi(lll analyst·s ur
'quantifiable variables, and input-output research -- the traditional appruaches of so. iolu-
gists and economists -- tend to blur many critical variables in meaningless av£:rag{'s and
treat desegregation as if it were a uniform treatment in all racially mixctl scllools.
Ethnographers intensively e~mine a school or classroom over an extended lime. Desegre-
gation is a process, as is education itself. It may take six months or two y ears Lo
understand, for instance, how teachers and students affect one another. Suc Lo lop i s t s ....I1d
social psychologists like Brookover (1978), Cohen (forthcoming), and Schofield (1978)
combine observation with surveyor quasi-experimental techniques that fucus on varial)l,,~
that seem critical to the quality of classrooms. Using a mix of methods, they nrc 3ble
to avoid the handicaps afflicting survey s' and other single-method qua n t Lta t Lvc ap prc acl.cs
while not succumbing to the particular susceptibility to observer bias characterist ic of
many ethnographies. Thus they integrate th~ quantitative approach, that describes wllat
variables correlate, with the ethnographic approach, that attempts to establish why.

At the same time, planners, researchers, and judges are learning now to take a
broader view of the F.leaning of "racially identif;iable schools." Dismar;lling a dual school
system involves changing power structures and attitudes witllin schools (Collen, fortllcon:ing).
And it takes more than the movement of pupils to "restore the victims of dlscriminatory
conduct to the position they would have occupied in the absence of such cOllduCl.ll Br<1dlev
v. Milliken (418 U.S. 717, 746 (1974)). Although lower courts in the Suuth frequently
required more than moving pupils (sometimes mand<1ting remedial education, desegregation of
teachers, and in-service training). not until Bradley v. Milliken II (43J U.S. 267 (1977)
did the Supreme Court rule that a broad array of components related to cdu ca t i orinl qu a lit y
was essential to redress the wrongs of a segregated education system. D Ls t rLc t court de-
cisions in Hilmington (Evans v. Buchanan, 446 F. Supp . 982 (D. Del. 1978)) and C'Lcvclr.nd
(Reed v. Rhodes, 455 F. Supp. 1220 (N.D. Ohio 1978)) follow the same pa t t crn . ·I',ccompo-:
nents recommended by the courts are well grounded in research findings and respond t.o 1l\L'

need for basic reform of urban schools.
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ARE THERE PARI'ICUlAR RATIOS FOR ASSIGNING STUDENTS THAT
PRCI'l::JTE LEARNING AND RACIAL Hl\RMJNY?

Research results conflict on what the o~timal ratios are between different racial
ld ethnic groups. This is an area for an entire paper and for furthar study, although
'st researchers agree that too few students of any group promotes sterotyping and 1s01a-
ionism (Willie, 1976; Pettigrew, 1978; Crain, 1978). It also seems clear that social
asses, as well as races, must be mixed. Studies of "s choo l climate" demonstrate that
igh student achievement as well as good race relations are greatly furthered by having
'Ioestudents from high socioeconomic groups. Their presence helps to create a positive
].imatein which teachers and students believe they can succeed, and in fact succeed.
:fective schools can be heavily minority, if the proportions are stable, so long as some
- the students are of the high status group (Davidson,et al., 1978). Schools populated
verwheLm ingLy w i.t h poor children are typically pervaded with a sense of defeat and have
)~ student achievement (Levine and Havigllurst, 1977; Levine and Meyer, 1977). The system
2nds to write off these schools as a hopeless cause (Hawley and Rist, 1975; Pettigrew,
)71; Bell, 1978).

It has been variously suggested by researchers that for effective community parti-
lpation and healthy interpersonal relations, no group should ordinarily be smaller than
"cnty or thirty percent of the school (Willie, 1976; Pettigrew, 1978; Epps, 1975).

WHAT ASSIGNMENT POLICIES PROMJrE STABLE NEIGHBJRHCXlDS
AND SOJOOLS?

We now know several ways to promote stable school desegregation. Metropolitan plans
"em least prone to "white flight." Researchers such as Orfield (1978a), Coleman (l978a,b),
rmor (1978), and Rossell (1978), as well as planners like Foster (1973), agree that
ccessible suburbs impede the stable desegregat~~n of cities that are more than 35 percent
inori ty , whereas metropolitan area plans work.' Since the Supreme Court in Milliken v.
radley (418 U.S. 717 (1974» limited court-ordered metropolitan plans to situations in
hich there was an inter-district violation, courts'have thus far ordered few metropolitan
lans, except where the district itself is metropolitan in character. Otherwise, the
cadily available means are voluntary transfers, inter-district school board action, and
tate legislation or administrative requirement. Metropolitan desegregation probably en-
ourages people to live in integrated neighborhoods from which student transfers will be
Ilnecessary, a hypothesis now being tested by Pearce and Orfield in a study of paired
etrop01itan areas. A component of such plans that enhances residential stability and
ugrnents the value of integrated neighborhoods is to exempt from busing students living in
ntegrated neighborhoods and students in the minority in their neighborhood schools. This
olicy is part of the desegregation plans in Louisville/Jefferson County, Las Vegas/Clark
0unty, and Omalla. In Louisville, integrative effects have been noted (Finger, 1976;
entucky Human Rights Commission, 1977; Rossell, 1978). In Los Angeles, which began imple-
enting a partial plan in September, 1978, real estate ads are already appearing for
'excellent integrated schools" (Pe t t i grew , 1978: 73).

To foster racial and social class integration, as part of a comprehensive city-only
lan, incentives or aid can be provided for voluntary interdistrict transfers. It is
oubtful wllether providing money for transfers changes people's minds. However; the.aid
,abIes the programs to exist for willing par~icipants (NIE, 1977, 136-138).

Willie and Greenblatt (in progress) point out that seven percent of Boston's public
chool children voluntarily enroll in an interdistrict transfer program. They note that
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for voluntary programs to work, there must be ways for parents to influence the education
of their children in the schools to which they transfer. It is not enough to assume that
a minority child should consider himself fortunate to be in a "good" suburban school, if
that school is unprepared for him. They conclude that ten percent participation is a
feasible.goal for voluntary programs that are backed up by city-only mandatory desegrega-
tion plans. At the same time, suburban and other white children benefit from the desegre-
gated experience. Wynne' (1977) has observed that segregated schools are othe~rise unhealthy
social environments for white children, imparting a smug sense of superiority (see also
U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1977).

Careful consideration also must be given to racial and ethnic group assignment
patterns that discourage white. flight. One useful model calls for white Anglos to be
assigned to Hispanic neighborhood schools, blacks to white neighborhood schools, with
schools in black neighborhoods enriched as magnet schools (Rossell, 1978; Farley, 1978).
Farley's analysis of behavior in Los Angeles confirms Rossell's conclusions from the study
of 115 other cities that whites are less likely to flee predominantly Hispanic schools
than predominantly black schools. However, assignment policies must be carefully assessed
from the standpoint of fairness and perceptions of fairness. For example, plans that re-
quire only black children to be transported are viewed by black parents as inequitable.
Crain (1978) and Pettigrew (1978) provide persuasive eviJence for the educational value
as well as the likely stability of tri-ethnic schools that are not composed overwhelmingly
of anyone racial or ethnic group. Rossell (1978) has also concluded that plans are more
stable if they are implemented all at once, for an entire city and at all grade levels.
Piecemeal and phased-in plans cause the most white fligllt. To concentrate desegregation
on borders of ghettos or in areas that are in racial transition only accelerates white
flight (Orfield, 1978b). Moreover, desegregation plans that affect only part of the
conununity are not perceived as fair. These particular conclusions are difficult to apply
in a predominantly minority city, especially if its suburbs refuse to participate. None'-
theless, for best long run results, school ratios should tend to be uniform throughout the
metropolitan area (Pettigrew, 1978). Bussing as a desegregation tool has obvious positive
characteristics, though it is much ma Lf.gned, for it makes possible most of the above
outcomes.

IS IT MJRE IMPORTANT ill DESffiREX:;AT'E CHILDREN OF
CERTAIN AGES?

Researchers have found that favorable effects of desegregation are enhanced when
desegregation begins early -- in first grade or earlier. As Pettigrew (1975), St. John
(1972), and others have pointed out, the very young accept desegregation, because their
minds have not yet been formed about racial differences. Moreover, improvements in achieve-
ment of basic skills and in racial attitudes are cumulative. Models have been developed
for successful voluntary integrated nursery schools in Nashville, Cambridge, Portland,
Harrisburg, and New York City.

After analyzing the relationship of desegregation and student achievement, Crain
and Mahard (1978) concluded that children in grades 4 to 8 may be particularly poorly fitted
for disruption in their school experience. Junior high schools seem to have the most un-
solved behavior problems, so they are the least likely candidates in which to begin (NIE,
1978).

Pettigrew (1978) points out that the desegregation of high schools is a critical
element in establishing networks of ~pportunities for future jobs for minority youth.
Senior high schools are somewhat difficult places to begin because previous schooling has
made for wide differences in achievement that can lead to extensive "ability" grouping tha
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\villbe resegregative. Moreover, some hostile attitudes are already set and can lead to
tense intergroup relations. When these tensions are coupl~d with the self-consciousness
and peer pressures of adolescence, the odds against success are tipped further (NIE, forth-
coming). However, high-school desegregation is doable, if approached intelligently. High-
school students are old enough that they can respond to well-reasoned explicit ideological
~rguments for integration. And if attendance zones for desegregated schools are drawn
thoughtfully, peer relations formed in the elementary years can be maintained in later
schooling (Pettigrew, 1978); this also facilitates continuity of academic program, promotes
parental involvement, and decreases student alienation.

Desegregation plans that involve all years at once probably give rise to less con-
Elict than grade-a-year or other gradual or partial plans (Rossell, 1978).

WHAT OlANGES MUST TAKE PLACE WITHIN SGlOOIS ill PRa-1OTE
GENUINE INTEJ:;AATIONAND RIDUCE CQNFLIcr?

Researchers have found that cultural fairness should pervade the entire school
structure and instructional activities. On the eve of Brown v. Board of Education, Allport
(1954) defined a crucial fomenter of integration: for individuals of different races to
have prolonged contact as equals in pursuit of common goals. When schools treat different
cultures fairly and equally (not just through special "weeks" and the celebration of an
occasional minority person's birthday), they contribute to student contact as equals
(Rist, 1978). Desegregation is the ending of segregation. Integration involves cross-
racial acceptance, equal access to high status academic and social positions in schools
(Pettigrew, 1975; Schofield, 1978), and inclusion of elements of minority as well as
majority subcultures in curriculum and activities. Banks (1978), Cortes (1978), and Gay
(1978) have shown the contribution of a multi-ethnic curriculum to a climate of mutual
respect and to minority pupils' sense of identity and self-worth. Arias (1978) describes
alternative concepts of bicultural curricula and explains how they affect relations between
Anglos and minorities in segregated and de segreg a t ed settings.

Desegregated schools with segregated classrooms cannot develop into integrated
institutions and are seedbeds for conflict. Scholars have also noted the harmful effect
of rigid ability grouping and tracking upon achievement by poor and minority children
(Pettigrew, 1975, 1978). Teachers tend to classify children by social class, relegating
the poor and minorities to lower tracks, stigmatizing them (Jones, et al.,
1972; Crain, 1973) and expecting very little of them, even praising poor work from a con-
descending sense of kindness (Eddy, 1976; Mackler, 1969; Rist, 1970; Davey, 1973; Brookover,
et a1., 1978). What children learn depends to a large degree on what children expect of
themselves and what their teachers and parents expect of them (Brookover,et al., 1978).
Children, fully aware that they have been labeled (no matter what subterfuges schools em-
ploy), tend to fulfill the prophecy (Rist, 1970). Thus "desegregation" of a school system
that resegregates its classrooms is not really desegregation at all. It leads to schools
that in effect function as dual educational systems (NIE, forthcoming).

Researchers have looked at other aspects of equal treatment in physically desegre-
gated schools, such as a nondiscriminatory testing program. Testing can be used fairly
and effectively for purposes of diagnosing children's educational needs and prescribing
programs to meet them, for measuring achievement, for keeping schools on target, bVt not
[or stigmatizing, sorting, and channeling children (CNPR, 1978).

Nonacademic factors, like conduct codes, school symbols, and activities, playa key
role in successful desegregation -- and probably in successful public education generally.

,Studies have shown that desegregated schools, like all schools, need a uniform multicultural
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code of conduct, firm discipline, and fair procedures and practices that are perceived ...
as fair by all racial groups (Pettigrew, 1975; Mizell, 1978; Lincoln, 1976; NIE 1978 and
forthcoming; Willie and Greenblatt, work in progress). Pettigrew (1975) and ethnographic
researchers (NIE, forthcoming) have pointed to the importance of fair and desegregated
participation in co-curricular activities, from sports and cheerleading to field trips.
They have ~hown·that school symbols, such as colors and mascots, can signal that a school
belongs to only one group, '0"; they can be integrated to foster a sense of ownership by all
groups. Equal participation by all students frequently requires special consideration of
the needs of children who are bused. Successful programs have been developed in Boston
for pairing schools with artistic and educational institutions to enrich the school program
and to provide integrated experiences (Willie, 1976; Scott, 1977; Anrig, 1978). Researchers
have also observed that small schools and small classes tend to have less alienation and
therefore less violence (NIE, 1978).

HCW CAN DESffiREGATED SOlOOIS camuBUTE 'ID LONG-TERM
GAINS FOR MINORITY YOOTH?

We have long known that often it's not what you know but whom you know that counts
(Jencks, 1972); channeling and networking processes are at work in upward mobility.
Pettigrew (1978) and Gottfredson (1978) have pointed out that minority youth have been ex-
cluded from the channels that lead to good jobs, and that desegregation may be opening those
channels. Armor (1972) has noted that black students in desegregated schools tend to gain
admission to better colleges.

In order for minority students to avail themselves of post-secondary education and
to gain access to job networks, they need good counseling in desegregated schools
(McPartland and Crain, 1978). Cole has demonstrated that counselors are c!itical
to a desegregated education, if it is to lead to higher education, higher status occupa- ~
tions, and higher incomes. Counselors c~n be selected and trained to be fair, not to steer
low socioeconomic status and minority youth into low-status vocational programs and high
SES and white youth into colleges and high-status vocations with good employment prospects
(Cole, 1978; Rosenbaum, 1976). It is also important that counselors not serve simultane-
ously as school disciplinarians.

HCW CAN FACULTY AND arHER STAFF CONTRIBUTE 'ID SUCCESSFUL
DESffiREGATED SOlOOIS?

Schools reforms cannot be carried out \vithout leadership. Researchers have re-
peatedly noted that a strong principal with particular leadership characteristics is the
key to a successfully desegregated school -- or to any good school. The principal sets
the tone for a school and makes it clear to students and teachers what is expected of
them (Egerton, 1977; NIE, 1978; Noblit, forthcoming).

Willie and Greenblatt (work in progress) conclude that faculty and staff at all
levels must be desegregated to provide a basis for trust on the part of the minority com-
munity and to provide role models for children. Cohen (forthcoming) and Schofield (1978)
have contributed substantially to our basic understanding of behavior in integrated
classrooms. Cohen points out that minority children need to have role models among people
with power in the school system. She notes the depressing effect on minority students'
achievement when the members of their group serve only in powerless positions in the school,
such as aides and cafeteria workers.

Gay (1978), Forehand, et al. (1976), Lincoln (1976), and Orfield (1975) have all
explained the importance of effective in-service training for teachers, administrators,

r
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school boards, and all supporting staff. The researchers observe that teachers need to
learn how to teach children who may have been subjected to an inferior education, to teach
heterogeneous groups of children, and to carry out most of the educational and institutiona
changes that successful desegregation requires. Lincoln notes that nonteaching staff also
need training. For example, cafeteria workers can have an impact on the climate of race
relations in a school, and custodians have been helpful in preventing and coping with
conflict.

Gay (1978) has outlined the different kinds of training that teachers need:

stereotyping and other kinds
(Ifhatpeople do -- whether
say.);

of discriminatory behavior
or not intentionally --

--self-analysis to avoid
of which most people are unaware
often matters more than what they

--substantive knowledge of different groups' history, attitudes, behavior, and
learning styles;

--techniques for teaching heterogeneous classes;

--techniques for solving daily problems, to avoid crises, and to relieve apprehen-
sions (cf. Pettigrew, 1975).

Basic and applied researchers have made significant progress in learning how teachers
can achieve Allport's goal of equal status conditions within classrooms. Specially-trained
teachers have successfully created these conditions through such techniques as interracial
cooperative teams, with favorable effects on both achievement and race relations (Johnson,
1975; Slavin, 1977; Cohen, forthcoming). Researchers have also begun to understand how to
create a total school climate that is favorable to achievement and to healthy attitudes
among students of high and low social status. Brookover, et al.(1978), have observed
that poor and minority students perform well in school when the staff holds them to high
standards for behavior and achievement. Eubanks and Levine (1977) have described successful
programs in which teachers, students and parents make the same kind of commitment of time,
attitudes, and expectations regarding the achievement of lower class and minority students
that are routinely made to affluent white students.

HOW CAN COURTS AND ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCIES MORE EFFECTIVELY
IMPLEMENT DESEGREGATION?

Schools are social institutions that reflect the values and tensions of a society.
Because of the salience of race in America, desegregation -- probably more than any other
school reform -- can b~ understood only in its social context. It is both cause and effect
of social change. Willie (1978) shows how the effective achievement of desegregation re-
quires increasing the power of minority groups, which ordinarily cannot be achieved without
a boost from the courts. To bring about a lasting shift in the power structure of a com-
munity, jumcial and administrative action would seem to require enforcement by means of a
monitoring mechanism that provides minority groups in the community with information and
influence.

Willie and Greenblatt (in progress) conclude from their study of ten di.tricts of
varying sizes and regions that a monitoring commission with clout is essential. It cannot
be so large and representative as to be unwieldy. nor so small as to lack a broad political
base. The commission needs money, adequate staff, data supplied by the school district,
and training to know what to look for (Finger, 1976; Carol, 1977; U. S. Department of
Justice, 1977; Dentler, 1977).
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CAN DESEGREGATICN BE mUPLED WIlli MORE EFFICIENT, EFFECTIVE ,
AND EQUITABLE ALLCCATION OF RESOURCES? •

Desegregation involves costs, typically, but can also lead to savings (Pettigrew,
1978). For example, desegregation can result in more efficient and equitable use of
classrooms, where some classes had been kept too large and others too small for purposes
of maintaining segregation or where neighborhood assignment prevented the flexibility that
bussing, magnet schools, or rezoning can 'provide. Voluntary transfer plans provide choices
but make for inefficient and expensive transportation; greater transportation efficiency is
possible when cities cooperate with suburban districts that usually have fleets of buses.
Tompkins (work in progress) is examining options for more efficient use of resources while
implementing desegregation in Ohio metropolitan areas.

For some time research on school resources seemed to lead to the conclusio~ t~1at
expenditures have little effect on outcomes for students (see Jencks, 1972; San Antonio
Independent School. District v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1. (1973)). A recent and thorough
examination of the research (Porwoll, 1978) concludes that, when the data are analyzed
for differences in age of children, subjects taught, methods used, and the nature of the
students, small classes make a great deal of difference for low academic ability students
and for low income children. This is not an argument for segregating poor and low-
achievement students; in fact, all students were found to benefit from heterogeneous
classes. However, it indicates that small classes are important to successful desegregation
of central cities where there are concentrations of poor families.

IN WHATWAYS CAN STATE AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENTS ASSIST
DESEGREGATING SOiOOL DISTRICTS?

School districts that are desegregating need help from professionals with practical ~
experience. At a recent Office of Education meeting, superintendents from districts that
are desegregated said they could have us~d help from people who had been through successful
desegregation at the local level, not fr~m theoreticians and bureaucrats. People in many
districts of varying size and raci~l composition are available with this expertise.

Mogin (1977) points out that only a few states have thus far acted firmly to promote
desegregation. Most effective have been Illinois, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania,
and New York, which have successfully brought about the desegregation of most moderate-
sized communities. Particularly in those states, cooperation between Federal and State
governments can increase the effectiveness of desegregation planning.

Willie and Greenblatt (in progress) express doubts, however, that states can be
relied upon for enforcement, since state governments are too subject to negative political
pressures. They describe the critical role of school-community relations to peaceful
desegregation. Broad citizen and parental participation, necessary before a plan is pro-
mulgated, only develops when someone takes the lead. In Milwaukee that leadership came
from the superintendent of schools; in Dallas it came from the business community; and in
Omaha it carne from a broad group of concerned citizens. After the plan is implemented, a
citizen network, including rumor control, is necessary to the flow of accurate information
to and from parents. In Boston and Erie, desegregation was found to have helped parents who
were originally opposed to desegregation to have a stronger voice in their children's
schools, leading to a healthier educational envir.onment. Dentler (1977) emphasizes the
necessity for attention to such detail~ as location of meetings, transportation, personal
invitations, and special language needs, to inv6lve parents in the school to which children
are transfered. Tompkins (1978) and Willie and Greenblatt (in progress) have described
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In short, questions can be improperly posed. "Does desegregation improve minority I.-,

achievement?", for example, posed with the implication that if it does not, then desegre-
gation as a policy should be abandoned, is not an appropriate question. Rather, it should
be noted that desegregation is a legal and moral imperative for American society, if we are
to obey our Constitution and improve long-term opportunities for minorities. When research-
ers ask useful questions -- what works under what conditions -- and adopt methodologies
that are appropriate to their purpose -- not obscuring distinctions between creative and
destructive practices by assuming desegregation is an identical process whenever it occurs
__ policy-makers can find some helpful answers.
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effective community participation by businesses, churches, nonpublic schools, and local
government that makes a plan responsive and gives different groups a sense of ownership
in the plan as a whole. Researchers have examined the special problems of alienation that
occur when certain schools are regarded as t he turf of one ethnic group. Sensitive
planning is required to broaden the sense of ownership and power to include the entire new
community (Allport, 1954; NCQIE, 1977; NIE, forthcoming).

Another way government agencies can assist desegregation is by coordinating rather
than cancelling out each other's efforts. Federal and local agencies can particularly try
to coordinate school and residential policies. Public opinion polls indicate people prefer
integrated housing to busing (Taylor, et al., 1978; Farley, et al.,1979;Farley,et al.,forth-
coming). Moreover, s~gregated schools tend to cause segregating housing, just as-8egregated
residential patterns promote segregated schools (Taeuber, 1977, 1979). Federal policies
for transportation, urban renewal, revenue sharing, employment, and education have all
contributed to concentrating minorities in central cities and whites in suburbs. These
policies can be reversed, and most effectively if they are reversed simultaneously and
consistently, so efforts reinforce rather than cancel each other. Bullock (1976), Orfield,
(1978b), Taylor (1978), and Crain (1978:77-88) have sketched preliminary plans for coordi-
nated desegregation of schools and housing.

ro-TCLUSICN

Recent research makes clear that successful desegregation has occurred and can be
r ep Lf.c a red-. While reports in the press give the impression that desegregation research is
mostly engaged in quibbling about "white flight" and mostly inconclusive (Savage, 1979),
the apparent standoff between opposing camps of experts is misleading. Regarding achieve-
ment, for example, there are studies indicating a positive effect on minority achievement

r
and studies indicating a negative effect (See Weinberg, 1975; St. John, 1975, 1977; Bradley,
1977; and Crain and Mahard, 1978, for summaries of more than 200 studies analyzing desegre-
gation and achievement.). Such studies may not even be in conflict, for both may confirm
that desegregation as a process requires certain conditions for a successful outcome for
minority students. In this instance, then, the question should be, "What educational
practices and societal processes lead to a negative outcome, when we know that positive
outcomes have also been obtained?"
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DESEGREGATING SCHOOLS CAN HELP DESEGREGATE NEIGHOORHooDS
by James W. Loewen

Status and segregation are tightly intertwined in American cities. In rural areas,
a small farm or tenant house can coexist with a mansion or plantation. Everyone knows
enough about everyone else to know who is rich and who is poor, and the social str~:cture
of patterned associations among school children mirrors the status inequality of theirl .
parents (cf. Coles, 1977). But in metropolitan areas, the symbols of status become more
important, because each person has less information about others. Nor can parents be sure I
that their children will associate only with children of their friends. So those ~'ith I
social power express that power in part by affecting others: they exclude those wh0se racial
or economic status is markedly lower than their own. Suburban developments with r.0mes
in narrow price ranges result, assuring that residents will associate only with peL"SOnS ~
of like status.

Within such a system, the family that remains in a neighborhood becoming sigr."Lficantly
black or Hispanic or whose children attend a school becoming significantly black or signi-
ficantly minority is asked, at least implicitly, "how come? Can't you do better?" Given
the matrix of assumptions this residential pattern expresses, the parental obligation
is to prOVide a "safe" enVironment, a "good" school, the "best" for the children, and a
location expressing that the family does have the social power to live white. One moves to
a "better" neighborhood or organizes to keep minorities out. Either action is segregative,
by class as well as by race. Given these assumptions, it is easy to see why partial de-

I segregation plans typically spur white withdrawal to areas where white children aren't bus-
sed or paired, or engender resistance from white areas singled out for desegregation
while other parts of the metropolitan area to get to stay white (Orfield, 1978, 143-150).I For their part, black families hesitate to move to white areas distant from the black com-

I munity, where their children will be a small minority of the school population, so their
I residential choices also keep the city segregated.

I On both sides, there develops a we/they mentality. Bizarre prEconceptions can build
about those other parts of the metropolitan area where llthey" live or which are integrated.
And we move toward b~coming two Americas, separate and suspicious. The problem apr~ars
intractable. It is hard to desegregate neighborhoods so long as white areas aSSUt"2 white
schools, hard to desegregate schools so long as neighborhoods are segregated.

At the same time, whites in increasing proportions state that they favor dese~~egation
of schools and neighborhoods. More than three fourths of Northern white parents s~v they
would not object to sending their children to schools where half of the students W(',e black
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(AIPO, 1976, 9). Only 13% of whites nationwide would move if a black family moved next
door, compared to 45% in 1963 (AIPO, 1978). What are we to make of these survey re-

Jsponses? Are they merely indicators of mass hypocrisy? Or do they indicate that both sides
of the American dilemma described by Gunnar Myrdal long ago still exist -- the institution-
al discrimination and individual prejudice, ~on the one hand, and the good will and com-
mitment to justice on the other? If so, perhaps school desegregation can tap this side
of our national character. Then, just as segregated schools and segregated neighborhoods
reinforce each other, so school desegregation perhaps can help cause residential desegre-
gation, in turn leading to more school desegregation. A case study of one of America's most
segregated cities indicates that this is a possibility.

In Jackson, Mississippi, prior to 1970, neighbo~hoods were overwhelmingly segregated.
On a scale from 0 to 100 (Taeuber Index), with 0 indicating that all blocks have the same
racial ratio while 100 indicates complete apartheid, larger American cities averaged 86.2
in 1960, while Jackson was still higher, at 94.2 (Taeuber and Taeuber, 1965, 32-7). 1970
statistics showed no significant change in either the nation (Sorensen, ~ al., 1975) or
Jackson (Loewen, 1977). As in other cities, North and South, black areas were bounded
by nonresidential areas (industry, railroads), by stable black/white boundaries, and by a
slowly changing (transitional neighborhood) outer edge. Areas noncontinguous to the black
community stayed all-white; blacks rarely ventured to seek housing there, and realtors
avoided showing them any. Schools had been totally segregated by law; token freedom-of-
choice desegregation had made no real dent in the dual school pattern.

School desegregation was implemented in January, 1970. Busing, pairing, and thorough
faculty reassignment constituted a plan to make mo.st schools have about the same racial
ratio as the system. Recognizing that to abandon public education would condemn Jackson
to years of economic stagnation, the white establishment urged support for the schoolS'. As
a result, although many affluent white parents put their children in private schools,
J"iddle- and lower-income whites felt able to stay with the public schools, and school de-
segregation became a reality.

Because schools are important social institutions, the change in them immediately
affected other institutions and the general ideology. Now it was OK for whites and blacks
to ride together in autos; they might be co-teachers at the same school. White clubs and
restaurants, already open to black groups, now hosted interracial faculty parties and din-
ners, formal and informal. Institutions that served students -- from museums to McDona1ds
-- grew accustomed to serving blacks and whites together. Even close associations devel-
oped: within a year fourteen interracial couples existed at Provine High School alone.

The effect upon real estate was equally profound. Black families began buying in cer-
tain residential areas previously considered white. They knew they would no longer be lone
intruders there, at least not in the schools. School desegregation also helped familiarize
them with white neighborhoods they previously had considered geographically and socially
distant. Most important of all, blacks felt empowered by school desegregation.

Conversely, whites felt less efficacious. Some whites still wanted all-white neigh-
borhoods, but they no longer felt they could achieve them. There was a sense of inevitabili
ty about desegregation, a sense that the courts, the federal executive, even perhaps the
spirit of the nation, were allied with blacks in opposition to. racial barriers. "I don't 1ik
it, but what can we do?" was frequently voiced. Realtors still tried ruses to ste~ blacks
away from white areas, but with less determination than before.

There were other reasons for the residential desegregation. In a sense, less was at
stake. Since white neighborhoods no longer assured white schools, to desegregate neighbor-
hoods no longer threatened white schools'-- they were already desegregated. And their de-
J
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segregation had not radically altered society -- life went on much as before.
felt less "racial patriotism. 11

Thus whites

Whites also had less of a status-derived interest in opposing black residents. No in-
dividual neighborhood and school could now go all-black while others stayed pridefully
white. T~e distinction between a 75% black school and a 60% black school is marginal in
terms of status differenti&tion, compared to the difference between a 60% black school
and a 1% black school. Some whites now even saw reasons to favor interracial housing, for
educators and wise parents knew that the only way to decrease busing and pairing for de-
segregation in the long run would be through the growth of residentially mixed areas.

More important than these direct interests, probably, was the general effect upon
public rhetoric, probably the most sweeping single result of school desegregation in a
community. When neighborhoods and schools are segregated and government condones it, the
ideology of integration can be hard to voice, and actual integrative decisions by individual
families can be even harder to make (See Stalvey, 1974, for a I1gr8ss-roots" description of
this difficulty.). After a major institution desegregates, integrationism is easier to ad-
vocate. At neighborhood meetings to combat blockbusting, whites were able to say, some for
the first time, that they thought desegregation was right. Those who proclaimed resistance
were suddenly somehow on the defensive. Desegregation seemed to be an idea whose time was
at hand.

With the breakdown of the ideology of resistance, we/they thinking also declined.
Suddenly the fact that "the Lr" children were two years behind in math mattered, because
"tneyl1 weren't across town in IItheir" own schools, any more. Instead of pointing to the
gap as a reason to avoid desegregation, now white parents realized that the children af-
flicted by it were with "our" children, whom they might be holding back. So there was a
feeling that the schools needed to improve. Black students from nearby Tougaloo College,
barred from practice teaching in Jackson since a library sit-in a decade before, were ~
invited back, for educators realized their quality and their experience in dealing with "~.
whites as well as blacks might now be assets. Jackson had its first major curricular revi-
sion in 17 years in 1971. Individualized instruction, team teaching, and other innova-
tions were tried, sometimes merely to be able to defend the system to white parents
("Johnnie doesn't have a black teacher, he has four teachers, and two of them are black", or
"Suzy won't be held down by 'them;' her instruction is individualized. ") , but sometimes
from a revL concern for the educational needs of all members of a heterogeneous student
body. And rhis decrease in racial polarization again helped decrease resistance to residen-
tial desegregation.

The 1980 Census will help tell whether the opening of new areas to black residents
amounted merely to new sites for block-busting or whether stable interracial neighborhoods
might result. Certainly even school desegregation itself is tenuous in a system where 70%
of the students are black and there has been considerable white flight. A number of speci-
fic steps need to be taken to enhance the ways school and neighborhood desegregation can
reinforce each other, in Jackson and elsewhere.

Some innovations are suggested by the Louisville (Ky.) desegregation experience. In
Louisville and Jefferson County, families who live in neighborhoods where they are a small
minority are exempted from busing. Black families who want neighborhood schools for their
children have an added reason to move to white suburbs and have do so, often in areas dis-
tant from the black community. (Whites have no~ chosen to obtain this same relief from bus-
ing by moving to black neighborhoods\) Spurred by the Kentucky Commission on Human Rela-
tions, city/county school desegregation was accompanied by the merger of the city and coun-
ty Section 8 housing offices. This action made suburban housing much more salient to black
Louisville. The Corrunissionproduced a pamphlet, Six Ways to Avoid Bussing, which amounted
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ix ways to achieve residential desegregation. And it undertook a campaign to familiarize
,lack prospective homebuyers with white neighborhoods.

The program is wprking. "In just three years the number of black pupils residing out-
ide the city of Louisville has increased more than in the entire twelve-year period
1961-73]" (KCHR, 1971, 1). And as the table indicates (modified from KCHR, 1971, 2), this
ncrease ·lIhas not occurred in those suburban areas where blacks are already concentrated;"
6% of the new black suburbanites moved to areas where their children were exempted from

,using becaus~ they lived in desegregated housing. White resistance to these moves was
essened by the fact that if a white neighborhood thus becomes as black as the district as

whole, the school can exempt it from busing altogether.

Table 1. Black Pupils' Residence in Segregated and Desegregated
Areas of Suburban Jefferson County, 1974-77.

Location 1974 %% 1977 % Change, 1974-7

Segregated areas 2157 54 2506 39 349 14

Desegregated areas 1791 46 3945 61 2154 86

Totals 3948 6451100 100 2503 100

Scattered results from other communities indicate that residential desegregation Dccas-
aned by school desegregation is not limited to Jackson and Louisville but has occurred or
s occurring in Milwaukee (Taeuber, 1979, 166), Riverside (Green, 1974, 252), Denver (Brauns-
ombe, 1977), and elsewhere (Rossell, 1978, 29); Orfield, 1977, 51). Typically this de-
egregation is stable, because it is often of areas not adjacent to the black or Hispanic
ommunity; when such areas become interracial they tend to stay that way, rather than be-
oming all-minority (Johnston, 1972, 263).

What is happening in these cities may not happen everywhere. Nor can we expect full re-
idential desegregation from school desegregation, for recent research indicates that most
white flight," including the continuing suburban movement of whites from Jackson, is caused
y reasons other than race (Blakeslee, 1979). Thus, just as school desegregation is not a
ervasive cause of white suburbanization, it cannot be much more than an opening wedge for
esidential desegregation, a wedge affecting social structure and its accompanying ideology.
ther policies to support residential desegregation must come from HUD, lending institutions,
acal and regional planners,and others whose decisions affect the location of jobs, ameni-
ies, and public and private housing (cf. Levinsohn and Wright, 1976). The recent restructur-
og of the Justice Department, combining housing and education, may indicate that federal
olicymakers are realizing the interrelations between' the two. If so, perhaps housing poli-
ies will change so that minority and majority families with integrationist values can find
t easier and more acceptable to put them into practice.
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